Minimal disease in sentinel nodes.
Isolated tumor cells and micrometastases represent low-volume or minimal disease in the regional lymph nodes of breast cancer patients as compared to macrometastases. Sentinel lymph node biopsy is a functional selection and removal of the most likely site of regional metastasis, and gives pathologists the opportunity to concentrate detection techniques on a limited number of lymph nodes. Consequently, more lesions belonging in the two mentioned staging categories are discovered in sentinel lymph nodes. Despite some publications contradicting stochastic models of breast cancer, micrometastases seem to reflect a prognosis intermediate between the node-negative and macrometastatic nodal status, and they also reflect a risk of non-sentinel node involvement slightly higher than that associated with a node-negative status. Data are more contradictory as concerns isolated tumor cells. This minireview summarizes the definitions, their inconsistencies, pathological protocols aiming at the detection of minimal nodal disease, the prognostic impact and non-sentinel node involvement related risk of such nodal lesions, and their therapeutic consequences.